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Ceramic Stereo / Connected Interactions 
Degree project at Central St. Martins - 2013

This concept is attempting to make wireless connectivity and communication more 
graspable by mapping intangible actions, functions and settings to real-world  
tangible actions.

The observation that led to this concept comes from audio consumption and more specificly 
the mismatch between where content usually resides today (in smartphones) and what is 
being used to amplify the playback (stereos and speakers)

In a typical audio-playback scenario a clash of interfaces occur. The smartphone that holds 
the content is connected either via a audio-cable or via wireless technology  
(usually Bluetooth) to an amplifier. More often than not you get double volume controls, 
double playback controls and so on. This together with the smartphones
already existing interface duality with some functions residing on the screen and some 
mapped to physical keys makes for a complex interface system.



Placing your phone on one of the three unmarked positions starts one of 
the three actions (Play, Pause and Radio). These positions are only visible 
when powering-up the device and briefly as the action initiates. The  
reasoning behind not having any marks is that when an interface is this 
simple and is used by the same people all the time, markings outlive their 
use very quickly and become nothing more than visual clutter.

Inspiration for the object and how it is positioned in the home came 
from the “key-bowl” – a place where you put your keys when you 
come home since you have no use for them within the home. This isn’t 
really true when it comes to your phone but with more and more  
devices that compete for your attention together with the fact that 
phones are getting larger and larger many people do unload their 
phone somewhere when they get home.



Tangible Alarm / Connected Interactions 
Degree project at Central St. Martins - 2013

The goal of this concept is to eliminate the anxiety that emerges when people use their 
smartphone as an alarm-clock and are forced to operate a touch-screen in the morning, half 
awake. How this simple morning-interaction, if made easier and less annoying could create a 
better start of the day was very inspiring. 
 
During the development of the idea several criteria where established of what this concept 
needed to accomplish.  
1) Make the interaction with the phone more tangible without locking the phone in to a 
docking station or likewise.  
2) Speed up the everyday interactions without compromising the already existing interface 
with all it’s virtues.  
3) Remove ambiguity and uncertainty about what functions are active and what actions you 
just performed.



Each slot has a NFC-tag under the surface. When the 
phone is placed in a slot it automatically reads the  
corresponding tag that tells the dedicated application 
to; Set, Snooze or Turn off the alarm. The functions are 
positioned in the following way; Left – Turn off, centre – 
Set, and right – Snooze. This is following the way many 
controls are designed moving from left (low or off) to 
right (high or on) which in its own turn comes from the 
direction most cultures read in. There are no markings 
that tell the user which slot does what. When an 
interface is this simple markings outlive their use very 
quickly and become nothing more than visual clutter.



Event Clock / Connected Interactions 
Degree project at Central St. Martins - 2013

Sitting at the kitchen table quickly eating lunch while on her smartphone trying to 
find when the next bus is leaving, finding the bus on the screen and then looking 
up towards the clock on the wall to see how much time she has left. 

What’s really interesting in this behavior is how the person looks up on the 
analogue clock on the wall even though right before her eyes as she sees the time 
of the departure is the current time as well.  
 
Using this feeling of trust that people have in a analogue wall clock, this concept 
moves some of the flexible functions usually found in a digital calendar out in to the 
physical world. 



The clock is designed to be versatile in how you 
display it, it’s thick enough to stand on a shelf but 
can of course also hang on the wall. The lack of 
numbers on the clock is tied  
together with the cable and its impact on the de-
sign. Since not having numbers means you can po-
sition the clock with the cable on any side you like.

The clock has two extra hands, these hands can be dedicated 
to any event you like. You set-up the clock through a website on 
which you can import your calendar, your local public transport 
timetable and so on. While doing this you can set the hands to 
display busses in the morning and on the weekends they might 
display when the movie you are planning to see starts. The idea 
with this concept is to give the user a blank canvas on which they 
could paint their own everyday activities.  
 
 
 
 
 

The warped face of the clock keeps all the hands close to the 
surface, a design-decision that at first seemed like just a necessity 
but proved critical to the clocks distinct character. 
The hands are coloured on the back and white on the front. This 
creates a coloured glow around the white hands making them 
blend in with the surface but at the same time stick out. 



Chüne / Clearleft 
Internship project at Clearleft Ltd - 2013

Chüne is a playful social music service that intelligently curates playlists depending 
on who is around, and how much fun they’re having.

Developed at a three month internship at Clearleft. Chüne is the response to a brief 
that read: “Turn a current active digitial ehaviour in to a passive one”  
 
The bahaviour we set out to make passive was the creation of playlists. A semi-
functional prototype was built using a Raspberry-Pi, NFC board, Speakers and a 
matrix LED-display. 
 
 

This project was developed together with Zassa Kavuma - Creative 
Technologist and Kilian Bochnig - Multimedia Designer. 



Tap your phone on the top of Chüne to add your taste to the 
playlist. If this is the first time you are using Chüne you will 
be asked to select what types of music you like (more about 
that below). If you’ve used Chüne before you have probably 
realized the potential of this little cheerful box and download-
ed the app. Since you have the app all you have to do is to 
tap your phone on the top and you’re done. The app keeps 
track of what you like to listen to and lets Chüne know..

The controls

Volume - so that you can turn it up when the neigh-
bors come knocking.
 
Vibe - because a Thursday hangout is not the same 
as a 3am rave.
 
Skip - needs no explanation or justification.



INTERFACES / research 
Personal research project - 2013 (ongoing) 

This project is exploring the use of NFC (Near Field Communication) in mobile 
phones. The project is focusing on the possibilities of making interactions with 
phones (and other similar devices) more tangible and tactile through the use of NFC. 

In this first iteration I built three prototypes that adds common tactile functions 
(push, slide and turn) to a mobile device. 

Push - Turns of the alarm as it sounds. 
 
Turn - Adjusts the volume of music. 
 
Slide - Changes audio profiles; silent, vibrate and audio.



The Total User Experience  
Degree project at Malmö University - 2011  
In collaboration with Sony Ericsson Mobile Communications AB

More and more functions move into our phones; tickets, credit cards, maps, schedules and 
photo albums. When these things move into the phone they become intangible. But what 
happens when more and more things are intangible, and interaction with this non-physical 
world remains flat and one dimensional? Are there better ways to reach, manage and “grab” 
this world?



Truly wireless. Power via induction-charging, data over 
WiFi, and music via Bluetooth. No more cables.

The back and the sides are covered with E-ink touchscreens that 
can be used for a range of applications. The backside can be 
used to display an always-on clock, cutomised patterns or 
application specific input. 

The sides can be used as dedicated control-surfaces that change 
according to what application you currently use. They can also be 
used as scrollbars to keep your fingers from covering content on 
the main-screen. 



Keyflex / Microsoft 
Project at Central St. Martins - 2012

This project was done during my first year at Central St. Martins MA-Industrial design. 
Microsoft asked the students to conceptualise ideas which demonstrated new thinking in 
computer interaction. One of the most important insights that where concluded from the 
research was that computer peripherals often was made for work and therefore had a certain  
feeling associated with them.

I set out to create a computer-input device that was completely focused on relaxation, 
entertainment and home environment. The design of the device is borrowing language from 
living rooms instead of offices. It’s referencing to ceramics, organic shapes and textiles. 
The actual shape of the object is strongly conveying its functions and it’s intentionally left a bit 
raw and open to let the users focus on function and customisation. 
 



The concept is concentrated around physical manipulation. 
Instead of just pressing buttons the user bends, squeezes, twists and 
flexes the device. By using these actions the user interface becomes 
very natural and intuitive. 

The device can be bent upwards and downwards to raise/lower 
volume. By pressing a “modifier-key” at the same time the action of 
bending gets assigned to another function (for example fast 
forwarding a film). The device can also be twisted to for example 
pause or escape. When using social media the user can squeeze 
either the right or left side to “share” or “like”.



Cloud of Things / Orange Telecom  
Project at Central St. Martins - 2012

The cloud of things is a service that connects you to your belongings so that 
your home is always with you, wherever you are. People are moving around 
more and more.  Moving from country to country seeking job opportunities, 
education or for social reasons is becoming increasingly common. Hand in 
hand with this is also the fact that people live in smaller and smaller spaces due 
to higher accommodation prices in global cities.  
 
This has led to people not considering their flats as their homes; home is now 
where your things are. Can you maintain a feeling of home and still manage the 
logistics of moving?
 
The concept takes the ideas of the cloud and merges this with the very physical 
world we live in. The service is a digitally amplified storage solution that lets the 
users experience a presence of the things they cannot house at the moment.



The service creates digital copies of the user’s content 
which then can be displayed on digital low powered E-ink 
posters in the user’s home. Buy a book online and it will 
instantly appear in your poster bookshelf, when the 
season’s change you can easily look through your 
wardrobe and decide what you want sent back to you. 
Use the posters as your media library, play and display 
your music at the same time. Share your things with 
friends, sell or donate to charity, all from the comfort of 
your living room. It is time to make our analogue world a 
bit more digital.



The Escape Jacket / Paul Smith  
Project at Central St. Martins - 2011

During the research phase of this project the idea of “time as a luxury” came 
to be a main theme. After trying to find ways to give people more time I finally 
ended up with the idea of removing (connected) time instead, since luxury is 
often more about the things you remove than the things you add. 
 
The idea is that as soon as you leave work, or just want a break, you put your 
phone in the inner pocket of the jacket and you terminate all connectivity. 
By using the pocket as an off switch you make mobile communication a bit 
more tangible, there is something very satisfactory about being angry and 
throwing your phone in your pocket to end a call. 



 
By using the principles of a Faraday’s cage the pocket is effectively blocking all radio 
frequency waves. An NFC chip embedded in the fabric turns of the phones antenna 
to save you that precious battery time.



Experience  

Indie Phone 
Designer, in charge of industrial design and visualisation for Indie 
Phone. 
January - present 2014 
 
Clearleft Ltd 
Design Intern, worked in a team of three interns to research and de-
velop a product with both a digital and a physical side. 
October - December 2013 
 
DynoRod 
Designer, worked together with two other CSM graduates to explore 
the future of toilets.
September - October 2013 
 
News UK 
Designer, worked together with seven other CSM graduates to explore 
the future of news.
June - July 2013 
 
Sony Mobile Communications 
Design Intern, worked on several projects, both self-initiated and from 
internal briefs.
June - September 2012 

PI global 
Design intern, structural packaging design.
January - March 2012 
 

M Victor_Johansson@live.com
T +44(0)7412911332 
W www.objectsandinteractions.com 

Education 

Central Saint Martins college of arts and design
Master’s degree, Industrial Design, 2011 - 2013

Malmö University
Bachelor of Science (BS), Industrial and Product Design, 2008 - 2011

Gotland University
Concept Art, 2009 

Honors and Awards 

Orange  - vous confie les clés (2012) 
Microsoft  - UK Design Award (2012)
Nokia  - 3D printing challenge (2013)


